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St. Joseph Cathedral, Buffalo, New York

Anthony D’Ambrosio was honored to serve as liturgical designer in the renovation of this beautiful Cathedral under the
administration of Most Rev. Henry J. Mansell.
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St. James Cathedral Basilica, Brooklyn, New York

Prior to the new millennium, a complete interior restoration was executed, followed by a sacristy restoration in 2001.
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Episcopal Cathedral of the Incarnation, Garden City, New York

Interior restoration work was executed in phases in the year 2000 and 2002. Note the beautifully restored gilded accents
highlighting the architectural beauty of this Gothic Cathedral.
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Most Holy Trinity, Brooklyn, New York
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Most Holy Trinity, Brooklyn, New York

Interior restoration work included the removal of old wall coverings throughout the Church revealing the stencil work
beneath. New stencils were created from original designs and repainted by hand. Decorative trim received gold leaf highlights.
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St. Barnabas, Bronx, New York

Complete interior restoration with the introduction of new decorative effects as well as a newly designed vestibule area,
re-using existing stained glass to create a cry room effect.
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St. Mary Gate of Heaven, Ozone Park, New York

Complete restoration/renovation of the Church including interior painting and decorating with gold highlights, modification of the Sanctuary platform and new lighting throughout.
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St. Joseph Seminary, Yonkers, New York

In preparation of Pope Benedict’s visit, the Chapel was restored to brilliance as goldwork was re-done, walls were plastered
and painted and the stained glass windows were washed and polished.

St. Thomas Aquinas, Brooklyn, New York

The newly renovated Sanctuary includes modified and redesigned appointments. Note: the marble Altar, Ambo and
Celebrant’s Chair. The Crucifix was introduced in the central nave panel area. The Sanctuary platform including all steps
were reconfigured and reconstructed in marble.
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Sacred Heart Monastery Church, Yonkers, New York

As part of a multi-year project to preserve the beauty of this Church, in 2004 we completed the interior restoration of main
body of the building. Meticulous handiwork and painstaking attention to detail were required to pay tribute to the extraordinary workmanship and artistic integrity of the decorative treatments thoughout this Church. Over the years we removed
layers of paint to find the hidden outline of original decorative designs and reproduced them as intended in each of the
Statue Shrines, cleaned and restored each mural and painting, gilded and repainted every surface, restored all scaligola
columns and wall treatments, restored the Stations of the Cross, restored the Baptistry mural and ceiling and introduced
the Shrine of Solanus Casey.
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St. Louis, Buffalo, New York

Color selections, decorative effects, flooring materials & design, lighting & liturgical recommendations were provided to
successfully complete the renovation of this beautiful Church, working with Bishop Cunningham, prior to his elevation,
Mike Mikos, Project Director and Michael Sullivan of the Building & Property Office.
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St. Joseph, Garden City, New York

A new color scheme was introduced with a combination of decorative effects to highlight the architecture of this beautiful
Church. Extensive scaffold was installed to decorate the ceiling area as well as the clerestory walls. Marble pilasters, lower side
wall areas, mosaics and baldachino were cleaned, pointed and treated to a luster finish.
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St. Matthias, Ridgewood, NY

In 1983, with Rev. Msgr. Joseph Konrad, a complete interior restoration was
executed including the restoration of all ceiling medallions, decorative borders and motifs, stencil work and scagliola marble restoration. In 2001, under
Rev. Msgr. Anthony Sherman, we created the Baptismal Font Immersion Pool
using marble slabs to match the marble within the Church. Marble and glass
mosaics are combined in a cruciform design on the immersion pool floor.
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St. Matthias, Ridgewood, NY
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Holy Name of Mary, Valley Stream, New York

The restoration included the complete painting & decorating of this beautiful Church. New colors and decorative effects
were introduced to highlight the architectural design of all beams. All stained glass windows were washed and polished.
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Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament - Bayside, NY

Total renovation included painting & decorating, the introduction of new porcelain tile flooring throughout the aisles of the
Church and a new marble Sanctuary floor. The original Stations of the Cross (found in storage) were restored and reintroduced within the Church.

Celebrant Chair was constructed of marble to conform to overall architecture
of Church.

New marble Ambo was constructed reflecting mosaic
design of Four Evangelists
from Book of Kells.

Baptismal Font was relocated to cross aisle facing
sculpture of St. John the
Baptist on side wall area.

A three level Holy Oils
arrangement was introduced to the right of
Sanctuary wall.

Balcony area was completely restored including new flooring and lighting effects. The pews were refinished and new kneelers replaced existing. Vestibule was redesigned with new shelving and bookracks opposite a new Reconciliation Room.
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Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, Waterbury, Connecticut

For this project, the scope of work included the introduction of Blessed Sacrament Chapel and a Worship Platform both
fully accessible to wheelchairs; the Worship Platform was reduced in height and constructed of parquet wood with an
inlaid marble design that is repeated in the Blessed Sacrament Chapel and Baptistry areas; a new track lighting system with
dimming capabilities; and new HVAC. Gold highlights and rich burgundy accents combine with warm tones to make this
an inviting and uplifting space in which to worship.
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St. Michael, New Haven, Connecticut

St. Michael’s is one of the oldest and most beautiful churches in the Archdiocese of Hartford and is operated by the
Scalabrini Fathers serving in the tradition as missionaries to immigrants. The scope of work included comprehensive painting and decorating including the restoration of decorative effects throughout the ceiling.
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St. Joseph, New London, CT

A new color scheme was introduced with a combination of decorative effects to highlight the architecture of this beautiful
Church. The mosaic within the Sanctuary was repaired, cleaned and polished. The Sanctuary area was completely restored
including the gold background ornamentation and all decorative effects within the Sanctuary ceiling area as well as the vertical front arch leading into Sanctuary; this artwork is part of the old, traditional Church decoration and deserved total
restoration. The pews were refinished, the organ pipes were painted using gold lacquer and new lighting was installed for
better illumination.
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Holy Trinity, New York, New York

In 1988, a complete renovation was executed under the direction of Most Rev. Timothy A. McDonnell prior to his elevation.
The main Altar was constructed from side Altar marble and mosaic materials on a newly configured Sanctuary platform.
The Baptismal Font was relocated along with the original Baptistry gate and suspended Crucifix.
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St. Athanasius, Brooklyn, New York

The complete renovation of St. Athanasius featured the reconfiguration and
expansion of the terrazzo Altar platform and the painting of the entire Church
with the introduction of accent colors and hand painted decorative treatments
throughout. Elements of the original side Altars were incorporated into the fabrication of a new Altar, Celebrant’s Chair and related liturgical appointments.
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Congregation Beth Israel, West Hartford, CT

The synagogue interior restoration included the bleaching, cleaning, repair, re-pointing and staining to proper color effect
of all travertine stone effect throughout synagogue interior: restoration of all scagliola imitation marble columns; restoration of grillwork; refinishing of woodwork; complete restoration of gold accents. The stained glass windows were repaired,
cleaned and polished. The central bay was completely restored inclusive of the ark, mosaic, red marble columns, marble
appointments and all woodwork within.
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St. Mark, Brooklyn, New York

In 2001, a complete interior restoration was executed with newly designed
liturgical appointments.
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St. Mark, Brooklyn, New York
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Holy Rosary, Washington, DC

Total interior restoration included the painting and decorating of the Church. All marble throughout was cleaned and polished. The interior doors were refinished to match exterior doors and the pews were refinished. All statuary was refinished.
The mosaic Stations of the Cross were cleaned and polished. All existing decorative tile floors in all aisles and Sanctuary
were cleaned, repaired, grouted and polished as required. The terrazzo floor under pews was repaired as required and
refinished. New gold metal leaf accents were introduced to further enhance the beauty of this Church. Renovation work
included the removal of both existing Reconciliation Rooms and the introduction of new Reconciliation Room. A new marble pedestal and pulpit were provided to compliment existing liturgical furnishings.
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St. Patrick, Brooklyn, NY

Interior restoration work included complete preparation and painting of ceiling and walls and the installation of down
lights to further illuminate this beautiful Church. All marble, Stained Glass Windows, Stations of the Cross, stairwells, sacristies and entrances were cleaned and restored.
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St. Andrew Avellino, Flushing, NY
Rev. Joseph T. Holcomb, Pastor

Phase One Interior Restoration Work involved the restoration of Murals, Statues and Stations of the Cross.
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